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ABSTRACT: Diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy
(DRIFTS) investigations of molecules at the surface of catalysts exhibit a
strong overlap of the adsorption peaks. Therefore, the investigation of the CO2
hydrogenation on a highly active catalyst surface requires a deconvolution of the
adsorption spectra to clearly assign the signal to the chemical species. We
developed an autonomous and efficient bi-level evolutionary Gaussian fitting
(BEGF) procedure with a genetic algorithm at the upper level and a multipeak
Gaussian fitting algorithm at the lower level to analyze self-consistently the set of
spectra of an entire experiment. We show two examples of the application of
BEGF procedure by analyzing the DRIFTS spectral sets of ex situ HCOO−* and
CO2 hydrogenation on Ru/Al2O3. The fitting procedure deconvoluted the
overlapped peaks and identified the bond vibrations of carbon monoxide,
formate, bicarbonate, and carbonate through the developing trends of the peak
intensities along the reaction. These revealed the progression of those species over the reaction timeline.

1. INTRODUCTION

Heterogeneous catalysis on surfaces, such as CO2 hydro-
genation catalysis, has been widely studied by diffuse
reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS),
as both the gas-phase components and the surface adsorption
species can be detected in situ and in operando.1−7 The correct
assignment of the infrared (IR) peaks is not easy because they
are strongly overlapped. Especially, the O−C−O asymmetric
stretching modes of HCO3

−, HCOO−, COOH−, and bent
CO2

δ− share very close positions in the range of 1800−1300
cm−1.8 This has led to discrepant explanations of the
production of the adsorption species, thence diverse reaction
pathways about either bicarbonate, formate, or carbon
monoxide is the key intermediate.7,9−11 Many issues affect
the analysis of CO2 hydrogenation using IR spectroscopy.
First, the determination of the IR peak positions of the species
present on reactive surfaces such as Ru, Rh, Pd, etc. is not
simple due to the strong overlap of the peaks. As a result, the
manual assignment of the peak positions among the multipeaks
and shoulders does not have an obvious unique solution.
Second, some subpeaks in the overlapped region vanish or
appear during the reaction, which is easily neglected in the
analysis. Thus, assigning the peaks using data only at one or a
few stages in the reaction can lose information. A global
analysis of the spectra done over the entire course of the
reaction is necessary. This brings us to the third issue: there is
no efficient procedure to fit self-consistently the peaks of all of
the spectra recorded during the reaction. Fitting spectra non-

self-consistently, or using inconsistent parameters, can give an
incorrect description of the development of the peaks along the
reaction coordinate. A multipeak Gaussian curve fitting can be
performed with nonlinear gradient-based solvers,12 but the
results depend strongly on the guesses of initial values and
bounds of the parameters related to each peak. Bad guesses
lead the solvers to be trapped at local optima, resulting in
unsatisfactory or even wrong results.
Here, we tackle the three issues just raised by developing a

novel bi-level evolutionary Gaussian fitting (BEGF) procedure
to fit the peaks from a set of spectra and select the reasonably
deconvoluted peaks automatically. This BEGF procedure
combines gradient-free evolutionary algorithms at the upper
level and nonlinear multipeak Gaussian fittings at the lower
level to optimize the peaks. An evolutionary algorithm is an
optimization algorithm that ranks the candidate solutions,
recombines the parameters of the best ones to create a new
generation of candidate solutions, and iterates till convergence
is reached.13 The evolutionary algorithm overcomes the
problem of Gaussian fitting being trapped at local optima.
The fitting results elucidate the developing trends of the
resolved peaks along the reaction. According to the similarities
of the peak developments in the reaction, and combined with
the peak positions from the standard samples such as formic
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acid (HCOOH), sodium carbonate (Na2CO3), calcium
carbonate (CaCO3), sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3), and
potassium bicarbonate (KHCO3), the peaks were clearly
assigned to the bond vibrations of the specific species.
In the next section, we provide a description of the BEGF

algorithm. More detailed information and the MATLAB code
used for the work reported here are given in the Supporting
Information (SI). Later on, we describe the procedure with
two examples: (1) formate hydrogenation where formate was
from an HCOOH droplet and therefore named as ex situ
HCOO−* to distinguish the formate formed from the CO2
hydrogenation process; (2) CO2 hydrogenation. These two
examples show how the procedure helps the assignment of the
peaks and analyze the reactive progression of the reaction
species.

2. FITTING AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
2.1. Bi-Level Evolutionary Gaussian Fitting (BEGF)

Procedure. The multipeak Gaussian fitting is a least-square
problem (eq 1a), which minimizes the sum of squared errors
between the fitted value and the experimental data of the
spectrum to find the best fit
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where i stands for the ith spectrum in the total Ns spectra and j
is the wavenumber within the defined range [Ws, We], where
Ws and We are the starting and ending wavenumbers,
respectively. Yi,j and Yi,j* are the fitted and measured values,
respectively. The variables ai,k, bk, and ci,k are the height,
position, and width, respectively, of each Gaussian peak k (1 ≤
k ≤ Npeak). ai and ci vary along the reaction, whereas b is
generally assumed not to change as the reaction proceeds.
The optimization problem is highly nonlinear due to the

Gaussian function used in the definition of Yi,j (eq 1b). The
whole problem can be solved by gradient-based solvers.
However, in our experience with fitting DRIFTS spectra,
gradient-based solvers get trapped at local minima depending
on the guesses of the initial values of Gaussian parameters, and
these guesses are usually obtained manually by time-
consuming trial-and-error.
To overcome this difficulty, we decomposed the mathemat-

ical optimization problem into two levels: for the upper level,
we used a genetic algorithm to provide initial values for a
multipeak Gaussian fitting algorithm used on the lower level.
The scheme of the BEGF process is shown in Figure 1, with

the problem decomposition described as follows:
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where I shows the initial values of the parameters (a height, b
position, and c width) of the Gaussian peaks. L and U are the
lower and upper bounds of the parameters of the Gaussian
peaks, respectively, which are used to constrain the multipeak
Gaussian fitting.
The BEGF algorithm works as follows and is sketched in

Figure 1. The original spectra are first corrected by subtracting
a baseline, which was taken as a straight line between the end
points of the defined wavenumber range. The baseline-
corrected spectra are used in each run of the low-level
algorithm. The solving procedure starts from the upper-level
algorithm by generating a number of global candidate solutions
[individuals, represented by a set of values of I, L, and U (eq
2), which are randomly generated within the user-specified
bounds] to form an initial population. Each individual of the
population is passed to the lower-level algorithm to obtain the
best fit values for the parameters ai, b, and ci and to assign the
sum of the fitting errors as the value of the objective function
(eq 3). The evaluated individual is then passed back to the
upper-level algorithm. After evaluating all individuals in the
initial population, the upper-level algorithm compares the
individuals and discards those with large errors. Afterward, the
population starts to evolve iteratively by selecting some existing
individuals as parents and generating a new individual as a
child with certain crossover and mutation mechanisms. The
newly generated child individual is further evaluated in the
lower level, returned to the upper level with the objective
value, and compared with the parent individuals. The child
individual will be preserved if better than the parents,
otherwise discarded. In such a way, the whole population is
updated by always keeping the better individuals until
convergence is reached: no better individual is found after a

Figure 1. Developed bi-level evolutionary Gaussian fitting algorithm.
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number of latest individual evaluations. The rate of
convergence depends on the complexity of the spectra.
The BEGF algorithm starts with a user-specified number of

Gaussian peaks. The redundant Gaussian peaks are removed
when the Lak and Uak for peak k optimized at the upper level
reach zero simultaneously.
Although good initial guesses are not needed for the genetic

algorithm, using apparent information of the peaks in the
spectra as initial values reduces the search time. Further details
of the algorithm, including a MATLAB code implementation,
are given in the SI.
Our bi-level algorithm is distinguished from available fitting

codes by the following features: (1) It consistently fits the
peaks in a given range of wavelengths across the entire set of
spectra measured during a reaction; (2) the number of
Gaussian peaks used for fitting is determined automatically;
(3) the centroid of a given peak is identical for all spectra; (4)
peak evolution directly gives the kinetics of the species; (5)
manual intervention is not needed; and (6) good initial guesses
are not necessary.
2.2. Experimental Methods. Ex situ HCOO−* and CO2

hydrogenation on Ru/Al2O3 (Sigma-Aldrich, 0.5 wt % loading
on 3.2 mm pellets of Al2O3) pellets and Al2O3 (Sigma-Aldrich)
pellets were carried out in the reaction chamber (HVC,
Harrick Scientific) of DRIFTS (Bruker Tensor 27).
Ex situ HCOO−* was obtained by adding one drop of

formic acid onto the surface of Ru/Al2O3 or Al2O3 exposed to
air, followed by pumping for 24 h to reach a vacuum of 5 ×
10−3 mbar at room temperature (RT) in DRIFTS. The
hydrogenation of HCOOH on Ru/Al2O3 and Al2O3 was
performed by heating in 1 bar H2 from RT to 350 °C at a rate
of 1 °C/min in DRIFTS.
CO2 hydrogenation was performed by mixing 200 mbar of

CO2 and 800 mbar of H2 at RT and heating to 300 °C at a rate
of 1 °C/min on H2-pretreated Ru/Al2O3 and Al2O3 in
DRIFTS, as in our previous work.14

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ex situ HCOO−* and CO2 hydrogenations were used as
reaction models for showing the complex spectra and how the
BEGF program resolves the peak positions and variations.
Formate is one of the intermediates of CO2 hydrogenation. For
this reason, we first analyzed the spectra of HCOOH
hydrogenation to understand the reactivities of ex situ formate
(ex situ HCOO−*) in H2 thermal reduction and then turned
to the analysis of CO2 hydrogenation.
3.1. BEGF Analysis of the Spectra of Ex Situ HCOO−*

Hydrogenation. 3.1.1. Convergence of Fitting. The error
evolution approaching convergence as a function of time and
iteration numbers is illustrated in Figure 2a for the fitting in the
range of 1800−1500 cm−1 from 20 to 220 °C, noting that
above 220 °C the peaks and the baseline in this range changed
significantly. Re-confining the range of the spectra above 220
°C for the new baseline correction is not necessary but is
helpful in shortening the entire fitting time. We compared the
fitting with coarse initial values from wide bounds and with
fine initial values from readings of the spectra. Around 4 h were
taken for the coarse initial values to reach convergence, with
around 4000 iterations, and around 1 h for the convergence of
fine initial values, with around 3000 iterations. The average
time of iteration in Figure 2b decreased during evolution
because the improved guesses (i.e., I, L, and U) in the iteration

reduced the time for each run of lower-level Gaussian fitting.
Especially, with fine bounds of I, L, and U (blue line), the
average time of iteration was shorter in the beginning due to
the better solutions from the good bounds, which was
beneficial in generating even better initial values for the next
iteration. After enough iterations, the competitiveness of the
preserved solutions for both blue and red lines became similar,
as shown by the similarly converging average time after around
4000 iterations in Figure 2b.

3.1.2. Assignment of Adsorption Species Based on the
Kinetic Results. The fitted spectra at 100, 150, 200, and 250 °C
are shown in Figure 3a. Although the peaks are discernible, the
evolution of the peak intensities along the reaction is not easily
understandable by first sight of the spectra. We then used the
BEGF program to produce the integrated intensities of each
peak throughout the spectral set so that we obtained the
evolution profile of each peak as a function of temperature.
The intensity progression both facilitated the assignments of
the peaks to specific species and revealed the reactivity of each
species during the catalytic reaction.
As shown in Figure 3b,c, O−C−O asymmetric stretching

(1560 and 1618 cm−1; the assignments refer to Section S1.1 in
SI) decreased from 200 °C until full reduction at 250 °C. The
unassigned peaks at 1415 and 1405 cm−1 showed the same
trend as O−C−O asymmetric stretching. By comparing that
the relative intensity of the peak 1415 cm−1 to the peak 1405
cm−1 had a much stronger intensity on Al2O3 than on Ru/
Al2O3 (Figure 3b,c and Figure S2a−c), the peak 1415 cm−1

was associated with the peak 1560 and 1405 cm−1 was
associated with 1618 cm−1. Since 1560 cm−1 had been paired
with 1360 cm−1 as O−C−O asymmetric and symmetric
stretchings on Al2O3 (Section S1.2 in SI), 1415 cm−1 could be
assigned to C−H bending to complete the vibration modes of
this species. Thence, the peak at 1405 cm−1 could be either C−
H bending or O−C−O symmetric stretching, associated with
the peak at 1618 cm−1. The remaining three peaks at 1592,
1390, and 1375 cm−1 varied in the same trend (Figure 3d). In
view that 1592 cm−1 was in the region of O−C−O asymmetric
stretching, and was absent on Al2O3 under all experimental
conditions (Figures S1 and S2), we assigned this peak to the
O−C−O asymmetric stretching of formate on Ru sites. The
other two peaks at 1390 and 1375 cm−1 were assigned to the
C−H bending and O−C−O symmetric stretching, respec-
tively, of this structure of formate. These assignments are
consistent with the reported values.1,7 The combinational
vibration of C−H bending and O−C−O asymmetric

Figure 2. (a) Error evolution approaching convergence as a function
of time and (b) average time of iteration for the fitting in the range of
1800−1500 cm−1 from 20 to 220 °C by BEGF.
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stretching at 2912 cm−1, which gradually red-shifted to 2896
cm−1 during the reaction, also varied similarly as 1592 cm−1

(Figure S3). Thus, the peak at 2896 cm−1 could be classified as
C−H stretching and a companion of the peak at 1592 cm−1.
The splitting value between the asymmetric and symmetric

stretchings (Δν = νas − νs) of O−C−O of HCOO−* also
indicates the orientations of the adsorption. For free and
bridged formate, Δν = 220−280 cm−1. When Δν is smaller
than 220 cm−1, formate is a bidentate structure; when Δν is
larger than 280 cm−1, formate is a monodentate structure.15

Therefore, formate with the O−C−O asymmetric stretching
and symmetric stretching at 1592 and 1375 cm−1, respectively,
is in bridged orientation; formate with the O−C−O symmetric
stretching at 1560 and 1360 cm−1 is in bidentate orientation.
As has been explained above, formates with main peaks at 1592
and 1560 cm−1 are on Ru and Al2O3 sites, respectively; these
two formates are abbreviated as Br-HCOO−*-Ru and Bi-
HCOO−*-Al2O3, respectively. Formate with the main peak at
1618 cm−1 is located at the metal−support interface (MSI)
because of its enhanced intensity on Ru/Al2O3 compared to
that on Al2O3 (Section S1.1 in SI) and is thus named
HCOO−*-MSI. The related vibrational modes are listed in
Table 1.
3.1.3. Reactivity of the Adsorption Species during Ex Situ

HCOO−* Hydrogenation. The reactive trends of each species
were exposed at the same time of fitting as shown in Figure
3b−d. Ex situ HCOO−* on Ru/Al2O3 was reduced by H2 at
200 °C until being fully consumed at 250 °C. Along with the
decrease of ex situ HCOO−*, three species emerged (Figures
S3 and S4). Those were adsorbed carbon monoxide (CO*) on
Ru, gaseous CO2, and CH4 gas with peaks in the ranges of
2100−1900, 2450−2250, and 3100−2900 cm−1, respectively.

Consequently, ex situ HCOO−* on Ru/Al2O3 was reduced by
H2 at 200 °C until being fully consumed at 250 °C. The
products were adsorbed CO*, gaseous CO2, and gaseous CH4.
CO* came either from CO2 reduction or from formate
decomposition because CO* increased at the same temper-
ature as CO2 formation and kept increasing until 230 °C,
whereas both CO2 and formate were reduced. CH4 also came
either from formate or from CO2 hydrogenation because CH4
increased from 220 to 250 °C, whereas both formate and CO2
reduced between 200 and 250 °C. There was no evidence of
conversion between CO* and CH4 because the concentrations
of both CO* and CH4 did not change above 270 °C.
In comparison, ex situ HCOO−* hydrogenation on Al2O3

produced noticeable gaseous CO above 200 °C, which was
represented by the occurrence of the rotational-vibrational
peaks centered at 2142 cm−1 (Figure S2e), and invariant
adsorbed CO2*, which was represented by OCO
symmetric stretching and resonance at 1387 and 1288 cm−1,
respectively (Figure S2f).

3.2. BEGF Analysis of the Spectra of CO2 Hydro-
genation. 3.2.1. Convergence of Fitting. The information of
the adsorption species during CO2 hydrogenation on Ru/
Al2O3 was mainly in the overlapped peaks below 2100 cm−1,
including HCO3

−*, CO3
2−*, HCOO−*, and CO*, as we

presented in our previous work.14 The main contribution of
this work is the methodology of decoupling the peaks and
understanding their meaning via the BEGF program. The
initial values of peak positions in BEGF were taken from the IR
bands of the samples of carbonates and bicarbonates (Figure
S5). Even though the initial values can also be used in regular
multipeak Gaussian fitting procedures, the pseudosolutions
from the local optima require the heavy manual work of

Figure 3. (a) Experimental spectra of ex situ HCOO−* hydrogenation on Ru/Al2O3 (black circles) with fitted peaks (colored lines) in the ranges of
1770−1538 and 1440−1360 cm−1. The fitting result of the evolution of (b) Bi-HCOO−*-Al2O3, (c) HCOO−*-MSI, and (d) Br-HCOO−*-Ru
during the reaction of ex situ HCOO−* hydrogenation.

Table 1. Vibrational Modes and Infrared Peak Positions (cm−1) of Formate, Bicarbonate, and Carbonate from CO2
Hydrogenationa

species C−H as. str. C−H b. CO str. O−C−O as. str. O−C−O s. str. O−H b.

HCOOH 2940 (cbn), 2871, 2760 (cbn) 1415, 1405 1748, 1670 1618, 1560 1405?, 1360 1220
HCOO−*-MSI 1405 1720 1618 1405? 1220
Br-HCOO−*-Ru 2896 1390 1592 1375 1220
Bi-HCOO−*-Al2O3 1415 1710 1560 1360 1230
HCO3

−* 1690 1650 1440 1230
CO3

2−* 1500 1450
aas. str.: asymmetric stretching; s. str: symmetric stretching; b.: bending; (cbn): combination modes; *: adsorbed state.
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repeatedly adjusting the initial values to reach consistent
results, including the number of Gaussian peaks, peak
positions, and the variations of the integrated intensity for
the related experiments. With the BEGF program, the spectral
set of CO2 hydrogenation was resolved by global solution
within one day (Figure S6), and the fitted results are consistent
with the results of our previous publication, obtained by an
inefficient Gaussian fitting.
3.2.2. Assignment of Adsorption Species Based on the

Kinetic Results. By comparing the trend of the integrated
intensity of each peak along with the reaction coordinate
(details in the following paragraphs), we found several groups
of peaks in the wavenumber range of 1800−1480 cm−1 (Figure
4): group I: 1560 and 1360 cm−1; group II: 1618 and 1405

cm−1; group III: 2895, 1592, 1390, and 1375 cm−1; group IV:
1650, 1440, and 1230 cm−1; and group V: 1500 and 1460
cm−1. Based on the assignment of formate from Section 3.1
(see also Table 1), groups I to III belonged to Br-HCOO−*-
Ru, HCOO−*-MSI, and Bi-HCOO−*-Al2O3, respectively.
Referring to the measured peaks from the reference samples
(Figure S5), groups IV and V belonged to adsorbed
bicarbonate (HCO3

−*) and adsorbed carbonate (CO3
2−*),

respectively. The splitting value of the O−C−O asymmetric
(νas) and symmetric (νs) stretching bands of CO3

2−*
corresponds to different adsorption orientations. A splitting
value (Δν = νas − νs) less than 100 cm−1 relates to a
monodentate structure, Δν larger than 200 cm−1 relates to a
bidentate structure, and Δν larger than 300 cm−1 relates to a
bridged structure.8 Since Δν was far less than 100 cm−1 in our
case, CO3

2−* must be adsorbed on the surface with a
monodentate structure. Its precursor HCO3

−*, which has a
similar molecular structure, could also be monodentate.
In the wavenumber range of 2100−1800 cm−1, five

adsorption structures of CO* were deconvoluted with peaks
at 2035, 2015, 1990, 1950, and 1905 cm−1. The high frequency
at 2035 cm−1 was assigned to linear CO* on Ru0; the peak at
2015 cm−1 was assigned to linear CO* on isolated Ru0

surrounded by partially oxidized Ruδ+; the low frequencies at
1990, 1950, and 1905 cm−1 corresponded to bridged
CO*.7,12,17

3.2.2.1. Isotope Spectra. To assist the peak assignment,
especially to separate the strongly overlapped frequencies of
O−C−O symmetric stretching and C−H bending modes, we
have done the isotopic experiments with 13CO2 at the same
conditions as CO2 hydrogenation. As shown in Figure 5a,b,
there are certain shifts to the low frequency of the assigned
peaks compared to the rich carbon species, including the shift
of the C−H stretching of CH4 from 3016 to 3007 cm−1, the
shift of the C−H bending of CH4 from 1306 to 1297 cm−1,
and the shift of the center of the OCO asymmetric
stretching of CO2 from 2350 to 2283 cm−1. The rest of the
peak positions of the adsorption species are listed in Table 2.
13C spectra facilitated to confirm the strong peaks of
asymmetric stretching modes. However, it did not help the
separation of O−C−O symmetric stretching and C−H
bending modes. This could be understood that 13C shifted
the O−C−O symmetric stretching and C−H bending modes
simultaneously as they both contain carbon bonds. Moreover,
the signal/noise ratio did not improve as the intensity of
infrared absorbance decreased due to the heavier mass.
Instead of using 13C, we considered that D2 could be more

helpful to separate O−C−O and C−H vibrations. Because C−
H would be changed to C−D, the vibrational frequency could
be moved away from O−C−O vibrational frequency in the
infrared spectra. Therefore, we did CO2 deuteration by mixing
200 mbar CO2 and 800 mbar pure D2 using the same
conditions and procedures. Unfortunately, the peak intensities
were weakened more significantly in the low-frequency region
(<1500 cm−1) (Figure 5c,d). Except for the obvious peaks
from CDxH4−x (x = 2, 3, 4),16 only slight shifts of the strong
peaks of the adsorption species were observed (Table 3).
Moreover, the reaction kinetics of these two isotopic

experiments did not fully match the CO2 hydrogenation
results. For instance, the onset and ending temperatures of
methane production are higher and lower, respectively,
compared to those in the CO2 hydrogenation experiment;
the peak intensities were plausibly monotonically increasing/
decreasing, nevertheless in fact occurring complicated shifts at
high temperature (>150 °C). The similar phenomena were
observed in the spectra of 13CO2 hydrogenation in DRIFTS in
ref 1. An investigation of the isotopic effect and comprehensive
analysis of the kinetics from these isotopic data await future
work to qualify the conclusions.

3.2.3. Reactivities of Adsorption Species during CO2
Hydrogenation. 3.2.3.1. In Situ HCOO−*. To distinguish the
formate from the ex situ HCOO−* in Section 3.1, we named
the formate formed from the CO2 hydrogenation process as in
situ HCOO−*. Bi-HCOO−*-Al2O3 increased very slightly
during the whole reaction (Figure 6a), indicating an inactive
property. HCOO−*-MSI was abundant and stable at up to 220
°C, after which it was consumed until its disappearance at 300
°C (Figure 6b), consistent with the result of the conversion
equilibrium between HCOO−*-MSI and CO2

−* (Section S2.1
in SI). Conversely, Br-HCOO−*-Ru increased from 70 to 150
°C, followed by a slow decrease (Figure 6c), implying multiple
kinetic steps.
These in situ HCOO−* species exhibited reactivities

different from those of ex situ HCOO−* species in the
hydrogenation reaction. For in situ HCOO−*, Bi-HCOO−*-
Al2O3 was inert, HCOO

−*-MSI was the most reactive species

Figure 4. Spectra of CO2 hydrogenation on Ru/Al2O3 (black circles)
with fitted Gaussian peaks (colored lines) in the ranges of 2100−
1840, 1780−1535, and 1530−1480 cm−1. The vibrations in the range
of 2100−1840 cm−1 are CO asymmetric stretching and in 1780−
1535 cm−1 are the O−C−O asymmetric stretching of Bi-HCOO−*-
Al2O3 (green peak), HCOO−*-MSI (blue peak), Br-HCOO−*-Ru
(yellow peak), HCO3

−* (red peak), and CO3
2−* (magenta).
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toward reduction, and Br-HCOO−*-Ru was formed during the
reaction until 150 °C and was then consumed. For ex situ
HCOO−*, Bi-HCOO−*-Al2O3 and HCOO−*-MSI were the
most reactive species toward reduction and Br-HCOO−*-Ru
increased between 100 and 220 °C, followed by a decrease.

Therefore, the ex situ HCOO−* assists in the peak assignments
for in situ HCOO−* but not in the prediction of the
reactivities of the species.

3.2.3.2. HCO3
−* and CO3

2−*. HCO3
−* on Ru/Al2O3

decreased slowly below 130 °C and then accelerated until
complete consumption at 300 °C (Figure 7a). In comparison,
HCO3

−* on Al2O3 was reduced at 100 °C and fully converted
at 160 °C (Figure S7a,b). This illustrated that HCO3

−* was
formed continuously on Ru/Al2O3 from CO2 until the CO2
concentration dropped but could not be continuously formed

Figure 5. Full infrared spectra of (a) 13CO2 hydrogenation by mixing 200 mbar 13CO2 and 800 mbar H2, after heating from 20 to 300 °C at 1 °C/
min, (c) CO2 deuteration in pure D2 by mixing 200 mbar CO2 and 800 mbar D2, after heating from 20 to 300 °C at 1 °C/min. The extracted
spectra in the wavenumber range between 1800 and 1200 cm−1 from (b) 13CO2 hydrogenation and (d) CO2 deuteration.

Table 2. Vibrational Modes and Infrared Peak Positions
(cm−1) of 13C-Formate, -Bicarbonate, and -Carbonate from
13CO2 Hydrogenation

species
13CO
str.

O−13C−O as.
str.

O−13C−O s.
str.

O−H
b.

H13COO−*-MSI 1700 1616 1220
Br-H13COO−*-Ru 1575
Bi-H13COO−*-Al2O3

H13CO3
−* 1670 1635 1230

Table 3. Vibrational Modes and Infrared Peak Positions
(cm−1) of D-Formate, -Bicarbonate, and -Carbonate from
CO2 Hydrogenation in Pure D2

a

species
CO
str.

O−C−O as.
str.

O−C−O s.
str.

O−D
b.

DCOO−*-MSI 1705 1622 1410
Br-DCOO−*-Ru 1587
Bi-DCOO−*-Al2O3 1560
DCO3

−* 1684 1659 1436 1230
CO3

2−* 1500 1450
aNote: carbon not labeled is regular 12C.

Figure 6. Fitting result of the evolution of (a) Bi-HCOO−*-Al2O3,
(b) HCOO−*-MSI, and (c) Br-HCOO−*-Ru during the CO2
hydrogenation.
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on Al2O3. In addition, the peak intensity of HCO3
−* was much

stronger on Ru/Al2O3 than on Al2O3. These implied that
HCO3

−* on Ru/Al2O3 was formed at the MSI. HCO3
−*

reduction showed a relation with CO3
2−* formation above 200

°C (Figure 7b), indicating a deprotonation process.
3.2.3.3. CO*. Five CO* on Ru/Al2O3 showed distinct

reactivities. The linear CO* on Ru0 was of negligible intensity
and invariable, whereas the linear CO* on isolated Ru0 showed
an accumulation till 150 °C and a consumption afterward
(Figure 8a). The bridged CO* exhibited an increase until 100

°C, followed by a decrease until reaching an equilibrium level
at 200 °C (Figure 8b). These plots suggested that linear CO*
on Ru0 was inactive in CO2 hydrogenation reaction. The other
four forms of CO* participate in the reaction, yet carrying
distinct reactivities. It has been reported that the different peak
position of CO* is the result of the changed coverage of
CO*.9,17 The peak red-shifted when CO* coverage increased.
This happened by supplying low-pressure CO gas to single-
crystalline metal surfaces at a certain low temperature.18

However, in our reaction conditions, the broad CO* peak
showed the evolution of subpeaks related to the kinetics of
each adsorption structure of CO* during the reaction. Among
those structures of CO*, linear CO* on isolated Ru0,
surrounded by partially oxidized Ruδ+, showed a longer
accumulation and a faster reduction, indicating a higher
reactivity than the other structures of CO*.
On the other hand, CO* on Al2O3 generated one broad and

weak peak between 2200 and 2100 cm−1. This peak
disappeared after pumping to a vacuum (Figure S10), in
accordance with results reported for adsorbed CO* on metal
oxides from CO gas.19 The weak adsorption and high
frequency (>2100 cm−1) of CO* on Al2O3 confirmed the

strong adsorption and low frequency (<2100 cm−1) of CO* on
Ru/Al2O3 adsorbed on Ru sites.

4. CONCLUSIONS
We resolved comprehensively the strongly overlapped and
controversial IR peaks of CO2 hydrogenation reaction in
DRIFTS by a bi-level evolutionary Gaussian fitting procedure.
This procedure allowed the robust and automatic identification
of the peaks and their evolution along the reaction coordinate
with no need for manual intervention. This method helped to
attribute the peaks to the right species and gave the kinetic
curves of those species directly. The isotopes 13C and D were
used to assist the assignment of the infrared peaks. From the
analysis of ex situ HCOO−* and CO2 hydrogenation on Ru/
Al2O3 and on Al2O3 surfaces, those kinetic curves of the
resolved species revealed straightforwardly their reactivities
during the reactions. In situ HCOO−* formed from CO2
hydrogenation was assigned thanks to the peak analysis of ex
situ HCOO−*, even though the reactivities of each adsorption
structure were distinct from those of ex situ HCOO−*. During
CO2 hydrogenation, in situ HCOO−* adsorbed on the metal−
support interface exhibited a high reactivity, similar to that
during CO2 conversion; in situ HCOO−* adsorbed on Ru
showed less reactivity; and in situ HCOO−* adsorbed on
Al2O3 was inactive. Bicarbonate also showed high reactivity,
similar to that in CO2 conversion. CO* showed distinctive
properties during CO2 hydrogenation, in that it was formed
until the middle of the reaction and reduced afterward. These
results from BEGF analysis are identical to those of our
previous work by manual iteration of Gaussian fitting. This
BEGF method is not only suitable for IR spectra but also
universal for the deconvolution of overlapping spectra.
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